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Wolver Super Traffic 10W-40

VERPACKUNG

208 L | 60 L | 20 L | 5 L | 4 L | 1 L

WOLVER Super Traffic 10W-40 – multigrade semisynthetic universal motor oil. Used for gas and diesel engines as well as
engines operating on liquefied petroleum gas (LPG - a mixture of propane and butane), compressed natural gas (CNG -
methane) turbocharged and naturally aspirated engines of passenger cars, vans and light trucks. 

WOLVER Super Traffic 10W-40 meets the requirements and oil specifications for major European, American and Asian
engine manufacturers. Recommended for year-round use in various operating conditions: urban, extra-urban, start-stop mode.
Ideal for mixed fleets.

WOLVER Super Traffic 10W-40 helps to reduce engine operating clearances, leads to a reduction in oil consumption and,
consequently, to a decrease the oil refilling.

SPECIFICATIONS:
SAE 10W-40
API API SJ / CF-4
ACEA A3/B3, E2

MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS OF:
MB 228.1, 229.3
VW 502.00/505.00
VOLVO VDS/VDS-2
MAN M271

Characteristics

Stable viscosity and low burning oil consumption
High resistance to aging and oxidation
Reduces formation of aging products at high temperatures
Excellent cold starting properties - fast supply to all lubrication points
Excellent low temperature pumpability
Reduced scuffing and bore polishing
Reduces fuel consumption

Effects

German reliability
Increase the service life of seals and gaskets, extended drain intervals
Minimum wear at high loads to the driving parts
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Reduces the starting load on the engine
All-year operation
Increase operational efficiency and reduce overall costs
Keeps stable oil film at all operating conditions
Ensures the viscosity stability, in case the engine condition is satisfactory, when the penetration of fuel or coolant into the oil
excluded

Application

Universal motor oil for mixed fleets:

Gas and diesel engines of passenger cars, light trucks and vans, as well as engines running on LPG
Engines with dual fuel system (liquefied petroleum gas - gas, liquefied petroleum gas - diesel)
Turbocharged
With the catalyst
Early year of manufacture engines, including long service life engines.

Recycling

WOLVER Super Traffic SAE 10W-40 is assigned to category 2 of used oils and thus is free for disposal.

Miscibility

WOLVER Super Traffic SAE 10W-40 is miscible with comparable lubrications. It is recommended to take only WOLVER Super
Traffic SAE 10W-40 when refilling

Data table

PROPERTIES UNIT TYPICAL INDICATORS

Kinematic viscosity at 100 °C mm²/s 14.2

Viscosity index - 155

Pour point °C -35

Viscosity CCS at -25 °C mPa·s 5300

TBN mgKOH/g 7.5

Flash point °C 224

Density at 15.6 °C kg/m³ 869

1L - Can 4254 4260360942549
4L - Can 4252 4260360942525
5L - Can 4250 4260360942501
20L - Pail 4256 4260360942563
60L - Barrel 4267 4260360942679
208L - Barrel 4257 4260360942570

 

 


